The ISDD Tool Suite

Commercial Engineering Data (XML, Spreadsheet, DB, Visio)

- Design Data Import Manager
- eXpress Maintenance Module
- eXpress FMECA Plus Module
- eXpress Run-Time Authoring Tool

STAGE

- Commercial IETM, Diagnostic Executive, Custom Applications, Written Documentation (Static Diagnostics)
- Commercial Web Browser (eXpress Java Applet)

Interoperability

- X-ExdML
- DiagML
- Proprietary DSI Formats
- Other Industry Formats
- Tight Integration
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The ISDD Tool Suite

Commercial Engineering Data (XML, Spreadsheet, DB, Visio)

Design Data Import Manager

Diagnostic Markup Editor

Commercial Diagnostic Data (DiagML, ATML, AI-ESTATE, etc.)

STAGE Resource Mgmt Module

STAGE Compare & Critique Module

Commercial Logistics Planning Tool

Commercial IETM, Diagnostic Executive, Custom Applications, Written Documentation (Static Diagnostics)

Commercial Web Browser (eXpress Java Applet)

eXpress Run-Time Authoring Tool

DSI Workbench

Maintenance Resource Module

STAGE

The DSI Maintenance Reasoner

Commercial Run-Time or Diagnostic Executive (Static / Dynamic Diagnostics)

Interoperability

X-ExdML
DiagML
Proprietary DSI Formats
Other Industry Formats
Tight Integration
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